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FTS Real Time Project: Understanding Beta 
 

Question: What is beta and how is it used? 

Beta measures the sensitivity of a stock to the market as a whole.    Intuitively, when the stocks 

generally move up in prices, a stock with beta greater than 1 tends to move up by more than the 

average stock, while a low beta stock tends to move up by less.  So a high beta stock is more sensitive to 

overall market movements, and therefore more volatility.  Technically, beta is the covariance of a stocks 

return with the overall market, and we use an index, such as the S&P500 index, as a proxy for the 

market as a whole. 

Estimates of betas for stocks are readily available; most financial data sites, like Yahoo Finance, provide 

such estimates.  The FTS Real Time Client also has estimates of beta, and provides links to various sites 

with estimates.  You can also estimate beta yourself by running a regression. 

In this project, you will assess whether beta measures risk and how to use it to control the risk of your 

portfolio.  The portfolio beta is calculated as follows.  We start with a concept of a portfolio weight.  It 

measures the proportion of your investment in a stock.  For example, suppose you have two stocks in 

your portfolio, your position stock 1 is worth $1,000 and that in stock 2 is worth $3,000.  Then, your 

total investment is worth $5,000, the proportion in stock 1 is 25% and the proportion in stock 2 is 75%. 

Let wi denote the portfolio weight of stock i.  In the example, w1 = 0.25 and w2 = 0.75.  Let i denote the 

beta of stock i.  The portfolio beta is the weighted average of the stock beta’s: 

        
 

 

The portfolio beta measures the sensitivity of your portfolio to the overall market. You can see that if 

you invest in some high beta stocks and some low beta stocks, you can control the risk of your portfolio. 

In the FTS Real Time Client, you can see individual stock betas and your portfolio beta in the Index 

Model analytic.  This analytic also has performance measures and other information; these are 

explained elsewhere: 

http://www.ftsmodules.com/public/modules/ftssystemmanager/TeachingWithFTSRT.pdf
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The portfolio beta is at the top, the individual betas are below.  The beta’s are calculated relative to the 

benchmark index, which here you can see is the S&P500.  The weights are also shown, but in two ways: 

“Weight” and “Raw Weight.”  These differ when you have short sold a stock; the difference is explained 

in the Portfolio Diversification exercise; they will be the same in this exercise. 

Estimates of beta from different financial sites are in the information support area.  Double click on a 

stock name in the Ticker Window or an analytic display, and you will see the information at the top right, 

for example: 

 

 

This is what was reported by MSN Money for Bank of America (symbol BAC) when this exercise was 

written.  You can see that the estimate of beta in the FTS Real Time Client for BAC is 2.45.  You can 

override this estimate of beta as follows.  Click on “Parameters” (either within the Analytics area or the 

menu at the top): 
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We selected Bank of America as the Security, the parameter type (beta) belongs to the Index Model 

analytic, and the parameter “field” name is Beta.  We entered 2.25 as the new value, and clicked Submit 

Value.  The result of the submission is shown below.  We then checked “Use these values in my 

analytical support” to change the value of beta for Bank of America: 

 

You can see that the portfolio beta estimates have also been recalculated; since we have lowered the 

beta estimate, our overall portfolio beta has gone down. 
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The Project  

1. Select one high beta stock and one low beta stock.  You can use either the built in estimates of 

beta, or if advised by your instructor, use your own estimates of beta. 

2. Invest an equal dollar amount in each stock (so the portfolio weight of each stock is 0.5). 

3. Over time, as prices change, your weights, and therefore the portfolio beta, will change.  Buy 

and sell stocks appropriately so that the weights remain at 0.5.   

4. After 5 days or longer, download the price history of each stock and also your portfolio value.  

The price history can be downloaded from a site such as Yahoo finance.  Sample instructions are 

in the “Understanding Risk and Return” project.   You download the history of your portfolio 

value from the Reports menu: 

 

 
 

 Generate the report “End of Day Market Values” and copy the values, returns, and export 

the table into Excel: 
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5. In Excel, plot the stock returns, the portfolio returns and the benchmark return. 

6. Answer the following questions: 

 Was the return of the high beta stock more volatile than the return of the low beta 

stock? 

 Was the return of the high beta stock more volatile than the return on the benchmark? 

 Was the portfolio return less volatile than the high beta stock? 

 If your portfolio beta was less than 1, was the portfolio beta less volatile than the 

benchmark? 

 If your portfolio beta was greater than one, was the portfolio return more volatile than 

the benchmark? 


